PROJECT ACE (EAP 1689) SPEECH EVALUATION FORM - FINAL PRESENTATION

SCORING KEY:
4=MASTERY  3=PROFICIENT  2=PRACTICED  1=EMERGENT/DEVELOPING
0=UNSATISFACTORY

The following criteria were considered to evaluate your e-portfolio/vision board presentation:

1. Organization & Transitions  4 3 2 1 0
(speech was well-thought out & easy
follow with transitional phrases; effective
opening & well-planned conclusion; time limit
requirement met)

2. Content/Supporting Details  4 3 2 1 0
(research evidence-i.e., MyCareerShines.org,
OER online tools usage, MDC Library Databases;
Positive Psychology text; secondary sources were acknowledged)

3. Visual Aid (using M.S. SWAY tool)  4 3 2 1 0
(visuals are easily seen and professional;
images and wording well-integrated and relevant)

4. Language/Fluency  4 3 2 1 0
(can be clearly understood by native speaker)
   o Used grammatical structures appropriate to the level
   o Used proper pronunciation
   o Used language appropriately (vocabulary) for setting
   o Used clear sentence structures

5. Body Language & Appearance  4 3 2 1 0
   o Used eye contact
   o Used varied facial expressions
   o Maintained appropriate posture
   o Tone consistent and appropriate
   o Good gestures, stance

COMMENTS: